Race Report – 2022 Weymouth Double
The Weymouth Double is the first of our 2022 double-handed passage races – from the
central Solent to Weymouth starting at 0900 on Saturday 28th May, overnight in Weymouth
Harbour, and a second race back to the Solent starting at 0900 the following day.
The forecast for Saturday was for a light breeze from the
North, fading later in the day. 16 boats had signed up for
the event and all but one of them duly appeared at the
start off Lepe beach. The wind at the start was promising
– at 10 knots, slightly more than forecast – and the race
got off to a prompt start.
Despite the adverse tide the race made encouraging
progress down the Western Solent and out through Hurst
Narrows. From there the tide was turning in their favour
and competitors chose a variety of routes, some making
full use of the high tide to take a short cut across the
Shingle Bank. Approaching Durlston Head the wind became patchy and fickle, with each
boat experiencing a lull at some point in their passage. One boat reported facing in the
wrong direction at one point but still making progress on the tide.
At 1541 Akarana 4 reported that they had reached the finish and were heading into the
harbour. The race management team, who had sailed down to Weymouth the previous
day, were at the town quay to meet them and organise berthing, rafting out in a very busy
Weymouth. The last boat reached the finish line at 1917 and we were ready to announce
the results of leg 1. In class 1 (the faster IRC-rated boats) Ed Mockridge’s JPK 1010, Elaine
Again, came first, with a 2 minute lead over Akarana 4, followed by Jura. In class 2 (the
slower IRC-rated boats) only 10 seconds separated the first two boats on corrected time,
with Peter Pickett’s Laser 28, Moondog, just
ahead of Mandarin, followed by Skua IV. In
class 3 (the club-rated boats) Neil Miller’s
Dufour 40, Elidie, came first, followed by
Magec and SailFish. We were delighted that
all the boats had been able to sail down and
arrive in time for dinner and to enjoy the
perfect evening conditions.
For the return race the following day lighter winds from the North East were forecast with
the likelihood of squally showers to add to the mix. The tide would be against the boats as
they arrived at St Alban’s Head. With a predicted 4 knot current across the headland
combined with light NE winds it was going to be a struggle to get to the finish line off
Beaulieu.

There was wind enough at the start and we had the added pleasure of two dolphins putting
on a show of their leaping and diving skills. Ed Mockridge managed a photograph of them:

The first retirement came shortly after the start. We had asked the competitors to take
their own time as they passed the Eastern end of the measured mile near Durlston Head so
that we could shorten the race there if nobody from a class made it to the finish. In the
event Paul Dunstan’s Folkboat, Mandarin, in class 2 made it all the way, finishing at 2115. In
class 3 Oliver Hawkins’ Gibsea 90, Sailfish, made it to the shortening mark and we shortened
the race there for that class. Everyone else retired.
The Weymouth Double is a huge commitment by the RMT and relies on Lisa to make sure it
runs smoothly. Sue Neath, Julia Smith and Peter Davill ran the leg 1 start from the Hound.
Jan and Neil Cox and Angela Parry joined me on my boat to sail down to Weymouth on
Friday and, joined by Sue who made a rapid journey from OV, run the finish there and start
back. We then shared in the frustrations of the return trip, fortunate to be able to use the
engine without penalty!
The overall verdict - a really worthwhile event, but we’ll order up different wind for the
return trip next year!
Dave Martin, RO

